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                             International Indian Schools’ welcoming community is a unique space where differentpeople from different geographies, continents and backgrounds come together with acommon mission at heart - “Sharing and Caring for humanity”. We lead young minds tointellectual enlightenment through unleashing their innate desire to research andinnovate.
At the International Indian School, our priority is to ensure that children are providedwith the best learning experience. We create unforgettable learning opportunities for ourstudents, which simply remind them to live as they study. Our professional anddedicated team members make certain that each child is guided onto a path ofacademic excellence while also ensuring that our children learn to live in harmony with nature.
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                            Facilities 


                           By carefully incorporating extracurricular learning, we design our curriculum in ways that shape the shining personalities of our students.  


                        


                      


                    


                  


                


              


              

                

                  

                    

                      

                            


                        

                            Qualified Staff  


                          We hire highly qualified professionals who are top-rated experts in their respective fields & deal with students in the most professional way. 


                        


                      


                    


                  


                


              


              

                

                  

                    

                      

                            


                        

                           Physical Environment  


                          We have created a learning enviroment by combining natural, academic, social and technological factors
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              We appreciate your feedbacks


            


          


          

            

              Nothing makes us much happier than listening to the genuine feedback of our parents and students. And we believe that there is no better indicator that shows how well we are doing and how our students enjoy being with us. 


              We encourage you all to leave us your feedback on Google reviews
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                             Jaskaran Singh

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            


                             


                          


                        


                        

                          Highly Recommended. I studied here from Grade 5th to 12th and those 8 years were the best years of my life. I experienced every achievement of student life at this place from being a council member to leading the cricket team. Shout-out to my fay. teachers - Almas Ma'am Shakeela Ma'am & Mohan Sir. Special mentions to the most supportive person ever - Qurat Ma'am.
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                           My son spent 3 years to till now in the School. we were highly satisfied with the school academically speaking but also in terms of learning self-confidence, autonomy, respect of others and kindness. In Addition i would like to suggest that provide equal chance to every student in other task(class monitor, Assembly participants) not just only considering scores. this will definitely pave them to become scoring students.
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                             Sadiya Firdose

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            


                             


                          


                        


                        

                          I have two kids studying in this institute, Excellent Coaching Very much satisfied with school Management & all the staff, they are very helpful, SAFE FOR CHILDREN , I LIKE THIS SCHOOL 
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                             Haseena

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            


                             


                          


                        


                        

                          I have two kids studying in this institution, one in primary and the other in secondary. Both academics and co curricular activities they are doing well. I noticed that the school is supporting for improving academics and the behaviour of my kids. I suggest this school as i can assure this is the best school in Ajman zone. 
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                             Asim Rahman

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            


                             


                          


                        


                        

                           My child studying there in Grade 1. 1am satisfied with all teachers as they are providing exceptional support to our child. What | observed that the Slybus for grade 1 lookes like grade 2. Its tough especially in onine lengthy class from 8 to ‘Ipm. In school every period children's get some minutes for joy and play in between periods. Online classes are tough especially if two naughty brothers at home same time so I can also understand the situation well. During the pandemic it was tough time to school teachers to get familiar with online classes which was a completely different format and same for kids and their parents but this problem in whole world and we should understand the real circumstances apart from that, blaming to teachers and school management. | think we should encourage the teachers as they providing exceptional support to kids on computer or laptop which is difficult but yes on other hands the Slybus is very difficult for kids while the online class are long and kids getting tired from this format of study. In online classes kids behaviour changed but hoping for better tomorrow. In end | am satisfied and | will recommend this school. 
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                      Numbers Speak


                    


                  


                  

                    

                      It’s been nearly a decade and we are proud to share how wealthy we are with a perfect blend of nationalities, cultures and experiences.
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                         Class shuffling Grade 2- 10  


                         •Click Here for more details
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                         Uniform and book sale circular, KG - XII, AY 24-25  


                         •Click Here for more details
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                         Reopening Circular, KG - XII, AY 24-25  


                         •Click here for more details
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                         pending Emirates ID submission for Al Manhal update, KG - XII  


                         •Click here for more details
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                         SA2 Open House Circular, KG - IX & XI, AY 23-24  


                         •Click Here for more details
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                         Tahbeer for the Holy Quran and its Sciences Award- Gr I to XII  


                         •Click Here for more details
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                         Ramadan activity - Donation to Labour Camp, Grade 3-12,   


                         •Click here for more details
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                         Ramadan Timing  AY 2023-24  


                         •Click here for more details
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                         Official numbers of Section Heads  


                         •Click here for more details
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                         Board Exam date sheet, Grade X & XII, AY 2023-24  


                         •Click Here for more details
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                         Newsletter- Department Of Counseling and Student of Determination  
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                         Syllabus Grade I to XII  
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              News, Events & Updates


            


          


          

            

                 


            


          


         

          

                Click here to read our latest news and updates
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                      PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE



                      

                      

                        
At IIS we believe in the innate potential of each and every child and strive to create appropriate learning opportunities so that our students can discover their strengths and talents and realize their full potential. It is our fervent endeavor that by the time they leave the school they are ready and empowered to be global citizens with specific skills...

- Mrs. Qurat Ul Ain
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              	     +971 674 08 333  
	     info@iisajman.org  
	     P.O. Box 5665, Al Jurf - 2, Ajman, UAE.  
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